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ABSTRACT
A new implant is designed innovatively for the purpose of protracting the maxilla in a growing
class III patient. This implant is placed on the maxilla to give a protracting force from the reverse pull
head gear without using the occlusal splint. FEM model along the implant is created to analyse the
stress and displacement of the maxilla and its structures.
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INTRODUCTION
System of oral cavity and dentition is
similar to biomechanical conditions which are
very complicated and the accessibility to it is very
restricted. The researches and the study done in
oral cavity are mostly in vitro rather than in vivo
due to its complicated conditions. This requires a
proper method to analyse the condition of stress
in a numerical way. The modern tool for this stress
analysis which is numerical is Finite Element Analysis
(FEA). It has an advantage of being applied to solids
of irregular geometry that contain heterogeneous
material properties1. The clear understanding of the
interactions and reactions of the structures can be
bought about by this numerical technique2.

This FEA solves the biological problem
numerically in a mathematical way. FEA was
introduced to solve structural problems. Later it
was found to be useful in physical problems3. The
structure is made of numerous elements connected
through nodes. The procedure of this FEA is to
analyse the elements for its strain and stress.4.
Retrognathic maxilla or prognathic
mandible or the combination is the general features
of a skeletal class III malocclusion. The typical
condition of the underdeveloped maxilla comes with
a deficiency of height or width of its bone or its sagital
position5 which needs to be corrected. The toughest
part is to correct this underdeveloped maxilla in a
growing patient.
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Mild to moderate maxillary deficiency can
be corrected by protraction head gear in a growing
class III individual.6,7
The face mask force is applied via elastics
to jaws by the device supported by teeth and or
palate. There will be an intra oral device to support
the maxillary dentition. It will consist of rapid
maxillary expander, a bite in the occlusal area, an
arch which runs between buccal to lingual side and
hooks to hold elastics to the face mask. These hooks
are placed in between lateral incisor and canine.
When maxillary dentition is used as an
anchorage, it may result in unwanted side effects.
The maxillary molars can get extruded, rotation
of palatal plane can occur in counter clock wise
direction, incisors can procline or mandible can
rotate in a clockwise direction8-15.
To allow the direct transmission of orthopedic
force to the circummaxillary sutures, intentionally
ankylosed deciduous canines, osseointegrated
onplants and implants, and orthodontic miniscrews
have been used as skeletal anchorage for maxillary
protraction16-21.
Three-dimensional (3D) finite element
model analysis can enumerate the biomechanical

Fig. 1: Model with nodes and elements

Fig. 2: 3D FEM model with implants placed
anteriorly

variables such as stress, strain, and displacement
in the maxillofacial complex induced by various
conditions of force and direction in maxillary
protraction22-26
The purpose of this study is to create a new
innovative implant and FEM model to find the stress,
strain and displacement of maxillary protraction.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
New type of mini implant has been
designed in 3D CAD software. A 3D printing of that
implant has been done.
Computed tomography scan of a skull of
a boy aged 9 years has been taken. The boy had
typical class III features of retrognathic maxilla
and anterior cross bite. The images obtained were
horizontal. It was obtained from the superior part of
cranium to the maxillary occlusal plane to develop
a model.
A normal 3D model was reconstructed with
the help of the CT images. Mesh was added to this
3D model to make it a 3D finite element model. This
was done using simulation software. All the sutural
systems were incorporated to the model. Nodes were
placed and elements were developed in the models.
173303 nodes and 621482 elements have been
used to build up this 3D FEM model. This helped in
identifying the stress and displacement of the points
and structures necessary when the orthopaedic
force is applied.
Also a new design of mini implant was
developed. Initially it was made in a schematic form.
Then using CAD diagram 3d schematic form of the
mini implant was obtained. Using a 3D printer, the
implant was created.

Fig. 3: 3D FEM model with implants placed
anteriorly
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Six Cranial sutures are considered –
fronto –nasal and maxillary, zygomatico - maxillary,
temporal and frontal , pterygomaxilary
DISCUSSION
Mini screws were introduced as absolute
anchorage devices in orthodontic treatment 27
Biological compatibility by the implants to
provide anchorage in animals28-30 and humans31-34 with
varying orthodontic forces have been demonstrated.
Then the same was proved with orthopaedic force
in animals.
Fig. 4:
This 3D printed implant is scanned with the
photo scanner to insert it in the previously developed
3D finite element model. Two models are created.
In the first model implants are placed anteriorly
between the lateral incisor and canine on either side.
In the second model implants are placed between
deciduous first molar and permanent first molar on
either side.
Protraction force of 350 grams per side and
500 grams per side are applied to both the models
with 100, 200 and 300 with the downward and forward
force vector to the maxillary occlusal plane in all the
models.
RESULTS
The models are created and are represented
in figures.
Stress and displacement of the sutures and
the surface landmarks are determined by ANSYS
software.
The surface landmarks are identified in four
different regions such as maxilla, zygoma, frontal
bone and temporal bone.

M o n key s h ave b e e n p l a c e d w i t h
osseointegrated implants and tested for maxillary
protraction. It showed good skeletal results. Then
many workers proved the efficiency of TAD.
Bone plates and implants which are used
in the previous studies have a surgical procedure in
placing them. That had a uneasiness to the patient
and the wound healing was delayed. There was
no implant which can be directly placed and force
applied through elastics.
A new design has been innovated to avoid
the surgical procedure and to provide comfort to
the patient. The new implant is named as dual ball
headed mini implant. The parts are as follows:
Parts of dual ball head implant35: [Figure 4]
•
Head
•
Arms
•
Shank
•
Collar
•
Neck
•
Body
•
Tip  
CONCLUSION
With this innovative mini implant and the
3d FEM models, stress and displacement of various
structures can be determined from the four regions
and six cranial sutures .
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